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1. INTRODUCING SOFTWASH®
BY PRIMUS
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®

Introducing SoftWash by Primus
Wet cleaning for a brighter tomorrow

SoftWash® wet cleaning is one of the biggest innovations to impact the cleaning business in 100 years.
It’s a powerful ‘dry-to-dry’ process that outperforms regular wet cleaning and traditional dry cleaning.
It also gives customers the flexibility of washing regular laundry using the same equipment.
This presentation tells you everything you need to know about this extraordinary, industry-changing
innovation and the difference it will make to businesses and customers alike.
No toxic chemicals. Less energy. Less water. More efficient.
More applications. Greater profitability
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More flexible than dry cleaning.
Better all round
All busy laundry businesses need their cleaning products to be as user-friendly as possible, while still
being able to quickly and effectively remove tough stains such as grease, oil and wax.
The SoftWash® process is as quick as more traditional dry cleaning methods – but it’s also a lot easier,
and better too. That’s because it doesn’t use toxic chemicals. And because of these friendlier
detergents and simpler processes, business owners and their staff will all be happier using SoftWash®.
Seeing the brightness of fabric colours is a good way of judging the effectiveness of cleaning. It has
been noted by cleaners that the SoftWash® process leads to brighter colours and whiter whites. This is
because SoftWash® does not use recycled solvent, which can cause discolouration in fabrics being
washed.
SoftWash® improves productivity, removes the toughest stains, and needs very little training.
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2. MARKET CHALLENGE AND
OPPORTUNITY
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Market Opportunity: Traditional dry cleaning is now
a health hazard

Perchloroethylene or ‘Perc’ dry cleaning has been the accepted standard in the industry for close
to 80 years. However, authorities have declared Perc harmful to health.
Key facts:
•

Perc is classified as carcinogenic to humans by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency,
and is required to be handled as a hazardous waste.

•

When released into the air, Perc can contribute to smog when it reacts with other volatile
organic carbon substances.

•

California declared Perchloroethylene a toxic chemical in 1991, and its use will become illegal
in that State in 2023.

•

A recent study conducted at Georgetown University, USA shows that Perc is retained in
cleaned clothes and that Perc levels increase with repeat cleanings.

dry-
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Clear signs. Perc is also proving to be unpopular
in Europe
In the European Union, legislation regulates rather than bans the use of Perc solvent.
France has decided to ban Perchlorethylene and push cleaners to choose greener alternatives.
In France, all Perc machines must be replaced by 1st January 2022 and no new Perc machines
may be installed in buildings occupied by third parties as of 1st March 2013.
This is an enormous market opportunity for SoftWash®.
“The way is therefore clear for SoftWash® wet cleaning to replace traditional dry cleaning
with a real process innovation that is also kinder to the environment and better all round
for customer and operator health.”
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Alternative solvents to Perc are not popular either
While Health and Safety issues have led to tighter rules and regulations about the use of
Perchlorethylene in Europe, the solvent alternatives to this are not ideal either.
The four main alternatives are:
•
•
•
•

High Flash Hydrocarbons (KWL)
Decamethylcyclopentanesiloxane (D5)
Propylene Glycol Ether (Rynex 3)
Formaldehyde Dibutyl Acetal (K4)

These solvents are considered to have less of an immediate impact than Perchlorethylene,
but they do not offer ‘green’ or safe solutions for people or the environment.
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How safe are these alternatives?
Comments by industry authorities are not positive:
‘Toxic for the environment and the aquatic environment.’
‘Bio-accumulative’ in the ecosystem’
‘Causing occupational diseases’
‘Suspected carcinogenic’ (D5)’
‘Combustible or inflammable, having a strong impact on the environment in their manufacturing
process’ (notably D5)’*
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Latest findings about these substances
The concerns of the industry authorities are shared by the French Ministry of Environment:
“These products may represent a danger to the environment and, with regard to certain
parameters, the current knowledge base lacks certain toxicological and ecotoxicological data.”
Further conclusions are that the alternative solvents’ low, or even very low (KWL, D5), cleaning
capacity compared to Perc (causing an increased use of spotting agents), their high capital and
operational costs make them comparatively less attractive as substitute solutions. “There is no clear
substitute to Perc” according to ANSES.

Source:
*Life Cycle Analysis (of the environmental impact) contacted by ADEME / The Textile Care Research Institute
(01/2013); Assessment of Alternatives to Perchloroethylene for the Dry Cleaning Industry, Toxics Use Reduction
Institute, University of Massachusetts Lowell (06/2012);
Opinion of ANSES, the French Agency for Food, Environmental and Occupational Health & Safety with regard to the
“Risk Profile of Substitutes to Perchloroethylene in Dry Cleaning” (10/2012).
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Further alternative solvents
Here’s a closer analysis of the solvents used in the dry cleaning industry.
Hydrocarbure (KWL)
Hydrocarbure was developed to prevent the flammable effects of Perc machines. This solvent has a low efficiency
on fat (index 29 to 45KB). It’s still a flammable solvent, and works over long cycles of 70 minutes with a drying
temperature of 70°C, with water consumption from 300 to 350 litres and 14kWh to 12kg/26.5lb.
Siloxane D5
Obtained from Dichloromethane, this solvent has a low efficiency on fat (19KB index). It’s a flammable solvent, toxic,
and requires a great deal of preparation beforehand. The liquid’s vapours can form explosive mixtures with air. It
requires drying temperature of 70°C. Water consumption of 350 to 400 litres per 12kg/26.5lb and 16kWh. 70 minute
cycle.
Le Rynex 3E
This solvent is likely to react strongly with strong acids, oxidisers and oxygen. Its decomposition bi-products are
carbon monoxide and toxic fumes. Index of 74KB. Distillation mandatory continuing. Drying at 90°C with a 75 minute
cycle.
Solvon K4 (Solvant de Kreussler)
Solvon K4 is flammable and may form explosive organic peroxides in contact with air. It can react dangerously with
oxidants and strong acids. It contains a very harmful product: formaldehyde. Formaldehyde is irritating to the eyes,
nose and throat. Following a U.S. study, it was classified in 2005 by the World Health Organisation (WHO) as a
human carcinogen nasopharynx, (harmful to the nasal cavity).
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Summing up the current situation…
•

Perc is now officially classified as a dangerous product.

•

Our customers need to replace their Perc machines due to impending legislation, pressure
from society, health and safety concerns for employees and customers, increasing regulatory
burdens and the need to have an environmentally safe system.

•

Our customers require a system comparable to, or better than, their existing dry cleaning
machines in terms of processing time, use, investment, running costs and results.

•

Any other solvent system will be a ‘second choice’ in terms of investment/cost, performance
and results. What’s more, any solvent must have degreasing capability and will necessarily be
harmful or ‘represent a danger to the environment’ (French Ministry of Environment).

•

However, most cleaning businesses (and policy makers) are still convinced that existing wet
cleaning systems cannot fully replace solvent-based systems.
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®

Regular Wet Cleaning vs. SoftWash
The two technologies are totally different

With regular wet cleaning there is no effective treatment for oil stain removal; there’s an increased
risk of shrinkage, wrinkling, and a gradual fading of colours.
By contrast, SoftWash® is a dry-to-dry process that offers superior oil stain removal, minimal
wrinkling, efficient pre-spotting for fat stains and no need to hang garments (saving you space).
The SoftWash® process also takes no longer than a typical dry cleaning process.
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®

SoftWash . Extreme innovation in action
At last, the powerful alternative

“Wet cleaning may be suitable for the majority of us.
In my view, wet cleaning will be the major process in 5 years.”
Franck Taieb, President, CFET Ile de France (Le Conseil Fédéral de l’entretien des textiles
Pressings de France)
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SoftWash® - Wet cleaning for a brighter tomorrow
All over the world environmental standards are becoming increasingly stringent as more and more
people become environmentally conscious. Government agencies are moving swiftly to control and
limit the use of Perc and its solvent based alternatives.
But now there is a very good alternative in SoftWash® – and it’s safe.
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®

SoftWash offers customers so much more than
regular wet cleaning

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fastest: the whole dry-to-dry process (clean, dry and finish) only takes one hour.
Greater output: up to 50% more compared to regular wet cleaning.
Consistently outperforms: provides outstanding results in cleaning quality, odour and touch, full
colour restoration and in garment shape maintenance.
Lower costs per kilo textile cleaned on average – in the region of 20 to 30% – in comparison
with other wet cleaning technologies.
Cleans a greater variety of garments – more than any other cleaning technology available.
Less pre-spotting needed: due to its superior grease removal performance, compared to dry
cleaning and traditional technologies.
Easy to set up – few technical modifications required.
Easy to utilise, with three programmes covering nearly all of a cleaner’s requirements.
Hassle-free to switchover: replaces solvent machines with minimal investment (compared to
dry cleaning machines) and only a small amount of training. Can replace any solvent-based
traditional cleaning system.
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3. WHY PRIMUS? WHY SOFTWASH®?
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®

Why Primus? Why SoftWash ?

Our commitment to innovation and our customers

Since 1911 the Primus name has been synonymous with leading-edge technology.
Today Primus is not only one of the leading brands in commercial laundry equipment but also one
that has maintained its enviable reputation for technical innovation.
The Primus range covers the entire spectrum of laundry equipment, focusing on the replacement/
new On-Premise Laundry and Vended segments.
Continuous improvement in products has ensured the development of a comprehensive range
including new, cutting-edge offerings such as wet cleaning.
These deliver environmental benefits, along with greater efficiency and user-friendliness, to satisfy
the ever-discerning needs of the laundry equipment buyer, laundry staff and their customers.
With a strong global presence, Primus is offered through, and supported by, a network of accredited
dealers across four continents. Wherever there is a customer demand, Primus is on hand.
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®

SoftWash is all about performance

•

Performance in innovation - We seek innovative and creative solutions that provide best
customer value. SoftWash® is a dry-to-dry process that offers our customers superior oil stain
removal, minimal wrinkling, efficient pre-spotting for fat stains, no need to hang garments
(saving customers space). The process also takes no longer than the dry cleaning process.

•

Performance in cleaning and finishing leading to results that consistently exceed
customer expectations - Providing a superb finish for each job reflects positively on the
overall ability to provide customers with the highest quality service. The superior quality of
service offered by SoftWash® is better for customers, which is why it’s also better for business.
Customers can now have more types of garments and fabrics cleaned than ever before.

•

Performance in quality - Primus is globally recognised for high-quality, customer value-formoney and reliability. Modern but robust designs, highly price-competitive in every segment,
highly efficient and built-to-last, backed-up by a 3+2 year warranty, enables the Primus
SoftWash® range to match or better the performance of any other leading brand.
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How customers can be a cleaning business
of tomorrow. Today

SoftWash® wet cleaning is an innovative, business-changing solution from Primus – and everything
customers need to transform their dry cleaning operation into a next generation business.
And it’s available now.
SoftWash® delivers superior performance, cleaner garments and positive financial impact for our
customers’ businesses.
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SoftWash® is superior to dry cleaning
•

SoftWash® is the first and only wet cleaning solution comparable with dry cleaning solutions.
It’s also a solution that doesn’t change the existing working habits of cleaning business owners
– making the switchover simple. It has the capability to replace any dry cleaning solvent system
– and is a solution to every dry cleaner’s headaches.

•

With SoftWash® only very little labour specialisation is required: the solvent machine can be
easily replaced, staff require little or no training and therefore immediately operational.

•

SoftWash® is the only dry-to-dry wet cleaning process.

•

The SoftWash® process offers the same advantages as solvent systems such as (short)
duration of cycle and similar workflow, but with much better cleaning quality, colour brightness,
touch and a fresh smelling odour than any solvent (including regular wet cleaning) can offer. It
has none of the disadvantages of the solvent systems.
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4. A GAME-CHANGING SOLUTION
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A game-changing solution

Future-proofing the dry cleaning business

SoftWash® wet cleaning is an innovative, game-changing solution from Primus.
It offers you professional cleaning that will future-proof your dry cleaning business.
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The benefits of SoftWash®?
•

SoftWash® uses water to clean garments the same way dry cleaners have been doing for
decades by using solvents. The difference with SoftWash® is that the garments are truly clean!

•

For the first time oil, grease, motor oil and wax stains can be removed at room temperature in
water.

•

SoftWash® offers much lower costs than any system on the market (wet or dry) with no
negative environmental impact: less spotting and finishing requirement, and higher productivity.
As a result it is safe for all garments: you can clean any garment with SoftWash® that you
would traditionally dry clean. This makes it ideal for cleaning special items like children’s and
baby clothing.
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The science of washing wool
It’s vital to understand exactly how water and soap affect a delicate fabric – let’s take wool for
example:
•
•

•
•
•

Under the microscope, wool has a very characteristic scaly appearance.
When rubbed together, wet wool fibres scales cling to each other, which means they cannot
return to their original position. When soap is added, foam is produced, increasing the felting
effects.
Wool has a very hydrophilic reaction to the water vapour, but it has a hydrophobic response to
liquid water.
When a chemical treatment is applied to the fibre it creates a microscopic film covering the
surface, coating the wool fibre.
The film reduces friction and therefore eliminates entanglement.
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How SoftWash® helps to protect laundry
When the new SoftWash® solution is used during the washing process, specific programmes and
detergents protect the fibre against water infiltration. This results in the scales not opening,
preventing scale felting and shrinkage.
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5. CUSTOMISED PACKAGES
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A complete solution to drive business growth

*Finance solutions and their availability may vary
depending on the market.
Please contact your Primus distributor.

**.

** Three-year warranty plus a two-year warranty extension on critical parts for the washer. 3 years for the dryers and 1 year
warranty for the finishing equipment and accessories.
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The switchover is simple
As the diagram on the previous page shows, switching to SoftWash® offers a complete solution. Every
aspect is considered so you can focus on running your business. A package can be customised for you
with all the products you need. We can even offer finance should you require it. Plus there is full aftersales support, along with our 3+2 year* warranty on all of your SoftWash® equipment.
Type of shop by size

Items
per day

SoftWash®
pack*

Items
per cycle

54

Pack 4kg
8.8lb

6

• Low investment
• Low running cost
• Flexibility

63

Pack 4.5kg
9.9lb

7

• Low investment
• Ideal to do only wet cleaning
• Flexibility

Small Shops
• Dry cleaning replacement

72

Pack 5kg
11lb

8

• Low investment
• Ideal to do only wet cleaning
• Flexibility

Medium Shops
• Dry cleaning replacement

90

Pack 6.5kg
14.3lb

10

• Ideal to do only wet cleaning
• Ideal volume of the drum
• Compromise flexibility vs. productivity

150

Pack 9kg
19.8lb

15

• Perfect pack for a shop: wet cleaning and laundry
washing
• Can wash duvet, cover
• Versatile

180

Pack 12kg
26.5lb

20

• Perfect pack for a shop: wet cleaning and laundry
washing
• Can wash large duvet, cover
• Productivity

207

Pack 14kg
30.9lb

23

• Design more for laundry
• Laundry productivity
• Wet cleaning productivity

Small Shops
• Dry cleaning replacement
Small Shops
• Dry cleaning replacement
• Additional equipment

Medium Shops
• Dry cleaning replacement
• New shop
Large Shops (Shopping Mall)
• Dry cleaning replacement
• New shop
Large Shops (Shopping Mall)
• Factories

Advantages

* Three-year warranty plus a two-year warranty extension on critical parts for the washer. 3 years for the dryers and 1 year
warranty for the finishing equipment and accessories.
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Selecting the right SoftWash® pack
The cleaning cycle time is 24 minutes. The drying time is equivalent (depending on items).
A 9kg/19.8lb pack can wet clean 18kg/39.7lb an hour or 30 items or can wash 18kg/39.7lb of regular
laundry. The HP Dryer product range offers the lowest energy consumption and full flexibility of installation.
No air outlets are required, there is no plumbing-in, and the HP Dryer takes up very little space.
Items
/ day

Washer

Dryer
9kg
19.8lb

Dryer
9kg
HP*
19.8lb

Pack
4kg
8.8lb

Pack
4kg
8.8lb

Dryer
9kg
19.8lb

Dryer
11kg
24.3lb

Dryer
11kg
HP
24.3lb

Pack
5kg
11lb

Pack
5kg
11lb

Dryer
13kg
28.7lb

Dryer
13kg
HP
28.7lb

Dryer
13/13kg
28.7/
28.7lb

Pack
6.5kg
14.3lb

Pack
6.5kg
14.3lb

Pack
6.5kg
14.3lb

Dryer
16kg
35.3lb

Dryer
16kg
HP
35.3lb

Pack
9kg
19.8lb

Pack
9kg
19.8lb

Dryer
24kg
52.9lb

54

8g
17.6lb

63

9kg
19.8lb

72

10kg
22lb

90

13kg
28.7lb

150

18kg
39.7lb

180

24kg
52.9lb

Pack
12kg
26.5lb

207

28kg
61.7lb

Pack
14kg
30.9lb

Pack
4.5kg
9.9lb

Pack
9kg
19.8lb

*HP is the Heat Pump Dryer version
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The machines customers will need
Machine combinations vary according to the type and size of the business, and the typical laundry
capacity required.
The SPS10 Washer Extractor
This compact, versatile machine is totally
freestanding and is highly recommended for
businesses wanting to offer customers the
advantage of being able to handle wet
cleaning for delicate items such as ties and
silk dresses, or just a few items at a time.
It’s best for small capacity requirements.

The RX Range
Hard-mounted, this washer range is for
loads up to 28kg/61.7lb.
Ideal for tight budgets and low investment.
Note: Dry to dry solution is limited with this
washer.

The FX Range
This easy to use range of, soft-mounted
industrial washers gives you full flexibility
with regard to installation and is ideal for
bigger daily productivity demands. Load
capacity is up to 28kg/61.7lb.
Eco 3 wash technology features include
15% less water consumption, 25% less
residual moisture and 20% less energy
consumption than a traditional FX
laundry washer.

The Dryer Range
For load capacities up to 28kg/61.7lb, these
dedicated dryers have humidity control to
ensure the best-possible
finish. The Heat Pump (HP) Dryer (range
from 9kg/19.8lb to 16kg/35.3lb) version also
reduces your electricity costs by up to 60%
when compared with traditional dryers.
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6. OUR PREFERRED DETERGENT
PRODUCERS
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Our preferred detergent producers
Primus machines are just one side of the story. Detergents also play a prominent role in the process.
Below is a list of the detergent brands Primus recommends to be used with SoftWash®:

concord textile
For the purpose of this example, we have selected Concord products to explain how detergents work
in the dry-to-dry SoftWash® solution.
More about detergents and conditioners is discussed later, again with Concord as the example. We
will also cover products used for wool and silk, and mixed fibres.
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Concord Textile LanaCare Sensitive
Wool and silk detergent
Detergent for professional use with the appropriate Concord Textile Wet Cleaning system, to be used
with LanaCare Conditioner.
Thanks to this specialist detergent our customers will be able to clean and, most importantly, protect
delicate fibres and is ideal for for sensitive items like wool, silk, viscose and acetate.
Always refer to the safety data sheet prior to use.
Directions:
Dosage = 15ml per kg.
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Concord Textile LanaCare Conditioner
Wool and silk conditioner
Conditioner for professional use with the appropriate Concord Textile Wet Cleaning system, to be
used with LanaCare Sensitive. Always refer to the safety data sheet prior to use. This primer is
activated by steam.
Once garments have been cleaned they are pre-conditioned for finishing. This is as simple a process
as when finishing for dry cleaning.
Fibres are relaxed when steam is applied (>70°C) and the garments will last longer as fibres are
preserved.

Directions:
Dosage = 10ml per kg.
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Concord Textile All-In-One
Mixed fibre detergent
Detergent for professional use with the appropriate Concord Textile Wet Cleaning system.
Running costs are low with this system and the loading factor is increased from an average 50%
maximum capacity to as much as 65%.
Always refer to the safety data sheet prior to use.
Directions:
Dosage = 9ml per kg.
This detergent is used specifically for cleaning less sensitive fibres, such as polyester costumes. It is
used alone, with no primer added.
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Kreussler Lanadol AKTIV
Kreussler Lanadol AKTIV is a special cleaning and fibre protection agent with colour-stabilizing effect for
wet cleaning. Now more effective thanks to new cold power formula.
Features:
•
A highly active, particularly mild textile detergent for wet cleaning.
•
Has excellent fat, grease, and pigment dissolving capabilities and has been optimized for wet
cleaning application conditions such as gentle mechanics and cold temperature range up to 40°C.
•
Its new cold power formulation makes it even more effective in removing tough grease, oil and
pigment stains.
•
Now with improved tenside performance and fibre care finishes.
•
Protects delicate textile fibres and particularly wool from felting and shrinking during the wet cleaning
process.
•
Has distinct colour protection characteristics; even with poor colour fastness dyes, the risk of bleeding
and the risk of discolouration are considerably reduced.
•
Foam-reduced can also be used in wool and gentle washing processes without risk of over-foaming.
•
Contains no VOCs.
•
Complies with all the requirements for the environmental label “Blue Angel”.
Directions:
5ml Lanadol AKTIV per litre (0.6ozfl/gal) of water.
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Kreussler Lanadol APRET
Kreussler Lanadol APRET is a fibre-protecting agent with retexturing effect and antistatic properties
suitable for wet cleaning finishing baths.
Features:
•
It forms a temporary film at the surface of textile fibres that protects against mechanical
influences and against shrinkage during drying. For wool, the risk of felting is considerably
reduced.
•
It gives textiles a full, elastic feel and improves their wrinkle recovering properties.
•
It makes textiles more resistant to the influences of moisture. Stains and dirt will penetrate at a
lesser degree and can therefore be removed more easily during the subsequent wet cleaning.
•
It prevents the formation of electrostatic charge on textiles both during drying and during
usage.
Directions:
5ml per litre (0.6ozfl/gal) of water.
Temperature: 20-30°C.
Process time: 5-10 minutes.
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Seitz Viva Care
Detergent for gentle wash.
Especially developed for wet cleaning, Seitz Viva Care is not only outstanding for its high soilremoval capacity but also for the way it protects textiles from felting and shrinkage. Due to the
particular features of this detergent, very good results are obtained at lowest temperatures.
Directions:
Dosage 20ml/kg.
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Seitz Viva Geniox
Highly active, liquid oxygen bleach.
Seitz Viva Geniox is already active in cold water, optimal at 30°C - 40°C, reliably disinfecting at 40°C
according to DIN EN 1276/1650. The product offers maximum fibre protection and is the optimal
bleaching and disinfectant agent for sensitive textiles.
Directions:
Dosage 5ml/kg.
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Seitz Viva Top
Seitz Viva Top is a finishing product that does not only act as liquid size but also as a fibre protection,
anti-creasing and finishing aid.
By application of Viva Top, the textile fibres will become protected to ensure that soil and stain
substances are prevented from penetrating too deeply into the fibre. In the process of drying,
Viva Top safely protects from felting and makes ironing easier after drying.
Directions:
Dosage 20ml/kg.
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BUFA Oldopal Basic
BUFA Oldopal Basic is a wash detergent for the wet cleaning of textiles and leather.
Features:
•
A highly active textile care agent.
•
Prevents colour lift-off.
•
Prevents wool from felting thanks to a new buffer system and fibre-protection.
•
Polymeres.
•
Prevents re-greying at low liquor ratios.
•
Leather garments are cleaned gently to keep soft and safeguard colours.
•
Biological decomposition confirmed by a survey acc. to EN ISO 9888/1999 of > 90%.
Direction:
•
20 ml/kg textiles at a liquor ratio of 1:4 - 1:5 (0.31fl. oz/lb).
•
Corresponds to 5ml/l liquor (0.64fl. oz/gal).
Wet cleaning of leather: 15 - 20ml/kg textiles (0.23 - 0.31fl. oz/lb), liquor ratio 1:3.
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BUFA Oldopal Prefinish
BUFA Oldopal Prefinish is a fibre protection and antistatic agent for the wet cleaning of textiles and
leather.
Features:
•
Absorbed substantively by wool and cellulose fibres.
•
An added odour absorbing agent cares for lasting freshness.
•
Provides finished textiles with volume and firmness.
•
Binds residual moisture in the fibres.
•
Reduces wrinkling.
•
Retains ironing properties of the textiles.
•
Is deposited on the scale structure of wool.
•
Effective reduction of felting of wool.
•
Improves the feel of suede leather.
•
Biological decomposition confirmed by a survey acc. to EN ISO 9888/1999 of > 90%.
Direction:
•
For textiles with a majority cellulose content of cotton, viscose and linen: 20ml/kg textiles
(= 5ml/l bath); 0.3fl oz/lb (0.6fl oz/gal).
•
For textiles with a majority wool content: 40ml/kg textiles (= 10ml/l); 0.6 fl. oz/lb (1.2fl. oz/gal).
•
Liquor ratio 1:4 - 1:5.
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7. WHY IS SOFT WATER BEST
FOR CLEANING?
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Map of France

This map of France shows where a water softener is recommended to be installed as hard water
hinders the effectiveness of wet cleaning. Water testing can be carried out at customer premises
with a simple testing kit.

Installing a water softener
is highly recommended
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Why is a TH equal to 0?
The soap test

This test shows the real soap savings made between hard and soft water. In the diagram below test
tubes 0, 1 and 2 contain soft water. Basically, hard water reduces the effectiveness of the soap and
creates a residue that dulls colours, and gives fabrics a rough surface, that makes clothes wear out
quicker. The remnants of soap scum lodged in the fabric increases the amount of dirt the fabric picks
up, so clothes won’t look as good for long.

Detergent test with variations in the hardness of the water (TH)

The same test with 50% less detergent (by adding twice as much water) after 2 minutes
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Why use a softener?
•

Stain removal performance increases dramatically when hardness is removed, even when the
dose and temperature are lowered. Depending on the type of stain, hardness reduction is up to
100 times more effective for stain removal than increasing temperature or increasing detergent
dose.

•

Softening water will allow use of less detergent and save energy by lowering water
temperatures while still maintaining or improving performance.

•

When water of any hardness is softened prior to its use in washing, the detergent use can be
reduced by 50% and the washing can be carried out in 15.6°C cold water instead of 37.8°C hot
water and achieve the same or better stain removal, yielding whiter clothes.
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The effect of different agents on stains
Comparison of temperature, dose and hardness effects on stain removal
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Stain removal – how soap, water hardness and temperature affect this

•

A number of experiments have been conducted comparing the effects of detergent dose, water
hardness, and wash temperature on the performance of stain removal.
The detergent usage was 50, 75 and 100% of the manufacturer’s recommended level.
The water hardness levels were of 0 and 513ppm plus a centre point level of 257ppm
Wash temperatures tested were 15.6, 26.7 and 37.8°C.
The stain removal effect of the following nine types of stains were analysed: blood, coffee, dust
sebum, grass, red wine, chocolate pudding, chocolate ice cream, barbecue sauce and groundin clay.

•
•
•
•

12
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Why softening water does not increase corrosion
What are the differences between softened water and naturally soft water?
•

Water that has been softened by ion exchange is sometimes wrongly described as being more
corrosive due to the softening process. This is usually because it is incorrectly associated with
naturally soft water. Hard water which has been softened, and naturally soft water, are very
different.

•

Softened water and naturally soft water: The main constituents of hard water are calcium
and magnesium together with bicarbonate, sulphate, chloride, and nitrate. When the water is
passed through an ion exchange water softener, the calcium and magnesium ions are replaced
by sodium ions; the anions (bicarbonate, chloride, sulphate, etc. - hence the alkalinity), remain
unchanged.

•

Naturally soft water, on the other hand, contains very little dissolved solids; its pH is often low
and buffering capacity is negligible. Hence, naturally soft water is often very corrosive to
metals.

•

So ion exchange softened water has not undergone any change to affect the parameters that
might increase corrosiveness, such as dissolved oxygen, pH, temperature, conductivity,
chloride level, and sulphate level etc.
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Misconceptions about soft water
Perceptions about softened water have yet to change because of misinformation.
•

Some boiler manufacturers are under the misapprehension that softened water is more corrosive.
Cases have been reported where a heating system has failed and the boiler manufacturer has refused
to back the warranty because a softener was fitted to the premises. In all of these situations that have
been investigated, the failure was eventually attributed to a cause other than softened water.

•

In addition, indiscriminate application of somewhat ageing prediction tools such as the Langelier
Saturation Index, without taking account of more recent advances in the understanding of the factors
that influence corrosion, can lead to misdiagnosis of corrosive conditions. The Langelier Index was
developed to determine whether a water source is potentially scale-forming or scale-dissolving
(aggressive). Although it was not intended to be applied to softened or naturally soft water, its
hypothesis was that a thin, uniform layer of scale deposit can, under carefully controlled conditions,
contribute to a protective barrier. However, in normal household plumbing applications, widely variable
physical and chemical conditions render a deposit that is very variable in thickness, porosity,
morphology, location, etc., such that reliable prediction of a beneficial effect is not possible. Deposit is
usually restricted to the hottest parts of the boiler.

•

But, the scale can in fact exacerbate the corrosion problem in that formation of crevices, and/ or
bacteriological activity, can cause accelerated localised corrosion with consequent failure and property
damage.
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8. SPOTTING AGENTS
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Spotting agents
SoftWash® uses a selection of pre-spotting agents, which is how it can deal effectively with the full
range of stains.
LanaCare Pre Pre-Brushing – This is a delicate, universal pre-brush agent for fresh water-soluble
stains (such as soil, fresh tannin and protein stains).
PROTEX Protein – A powerful stain remover for bloodstains, egg, milk, urine, vomit and similar
spots.
UNI Perspiration and Colour Correction – A special spotting agent used for perspiration stains
and also colour correction.
TANNEX Tannin – A powerful stain remover for coffee stains, fruit, wine, grass, ketchup, tea,
flowers and similar spots.
WAXEX Grease – A powerful spotting agent for regular and difficult grease stains, such as candle
wax, motor oil, and cosmetics.
INKEX Ink – A spotting agent for synthetic stains (including ink, glue, nail polish, and synthetic
paint).
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Spotting agents (cont.)
The full range of spotting agents:
•
LanaCare Pre
•
Protex
•
Uni
•
Tannex
•
Waxex
•
Inkex.
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9. FIVE QUALITIES THAT DETERMINE
THE SUCCESS OF AN INNOVATION
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Five qualities that determine the success of
an innovation

What are the aspects of an innovation that help it to catch on with a customer base?
•

Relative advantage: This is how much an innovation is perceived as better than the idea it
supersedes by a particular group of users. So the greater the perceived relative advantage of
an innovation, the more rapid its rate of adoption is likely to be.

•

Compatibility with existing values and practices: This is the degree to which an innovation
is perceived as being consistent with the values, past experiences, and needs of potential
adopters.

•

Simplicity and ease of use: This is the degree to which an innovation is perceived as difficult
to understand and use. New ideas that are simpler to understand are adopted more rapidly
than innovations that require the adopter to develop new skills and understandings.

•

Trialability: This is the degree to which an innovation can be experimented with on a limited
basis. An innovation that is able to be trialled represents less uncertainty to the individual who
is considering it.

•

Observable results: The easier it is for people to see the results of an innovation, the more
likely they are to adopt it. Visible results lower uncertainty and also stimulate peer discussion of
a new idea.
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How does SoftWash® pass the five point innovation test?
How well do the principles of innovation in the previous slide correspond to the product characteristics
of SoftWash®?
•

Relative advantage: The dry-to-dry solution used by SoftWash® removes oil and grease with
the same finishing time as Perc.

•

Compatibility with existing values and practices: There’s no need for customers to change
the layout of their existing shop or business premises. And no extra finishing equipment or staff
are required.

•

Simplicity and ease of use: No need for specific training or special skills to use our solution.
The three main cleaning programmes and three drying programmes are very simple to use.

•

Trialability: Suits being demonstrated in a showroom so customers can come and test the
solution with their own laundry.

•

Observable results: Simple to compare results against Perc.
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10. CLEANING AND LAUNDRY
PROGRAMMES
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Putting customers in total control
of their cleaning programmes
No.

Temp,
°C

Name

Description

Pre-wash

Rinses

1

Hot wash – Intensive

90

Normally to heavily soiled laundry. Good temperature for white and light coloured
cotton, such as bed linen

Yes

3

2

Warm wash - Intensive

60

Normally soiled laundry. Good for clothes worn next to skin

Yes

3

3

Colour wash - intensive

40

Normally soiled laundry, whites and colours

Yes

3

4

Bright - Intensive

30

For delicate blended materials and permanent press cotton. Suitable for shirts and
blouses

No

3

5

Woolens

15

A gentle laundry programme for wool, silk and garments that should be washed by
hand. Short spin

No

3

6

Hot wash - Standard

90

Normally to heavy soiled laundry with less water consumption

No

3

7

Warm wash - Standard

60

Normally soiled laundry with less consumption

No

3

8

Colour - Standard

40

Normally soiled laundry, whites and colours. With less water consumption

No

3

9

Bright - Standard

30

For delicate blended materials and permanent press cotton. Suitable for shirts and
blouses. With less water consumption

No

3

10

Eco hot

90

Ecology programme for normal to heavy soiled laundry

No

2

11

Eco warm

60

Ecology programme for normal soiled laundry

No

2

12

Eco colour

40

Ecology programme for normal soiled laundry, whites and colours

No

2

13

Eco bright

30

Ecology programme for delicate blended materials and permanent press cotton

No

2

14

Low spin - Extraction

Suitable for laundry that just needs to be dampened

No

1

15

High spin - Extraction

Suitable for laundry that just needs to be dampened

No

1

Special

Special programmes for sport garments, jeans, mops, etc

16-20

The table above neatly lists the different laundry programmes, temperatures, descriptions, prewash and rinses required.
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Wet cleaning programmes
This is a simple list of wet cleaning programmes, which features fewer programmes than used in
traditional dry cleaning.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Sensitive high (wool).
Sensitive low (wool mix with silk or acetate).
Silk.
Very sensitive silk (ties for instance).
All-In-One.
Rinse programme (with conditioner). After post-spotting.
Aqua Rinse (after a laundry programme to rinse the drum).
Sanitation (once in 2 weeks).
Extraction low.
Extraction medium.
Extraction high.
Rinse low without detergent.
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Cleaning programmes that give customers more choice
This is the full list of wet cleaning programmes for SoftWash®, using Concord detergents.
WOOL
REGULAR

WOOL
DELICATE

SILK REGULAR

SILK DELICATE

ALL-IN-ONE

RINSE DRUM

SANITATION

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

Fibres

Regular wool
items
(except
delicate wool)

Delicate wool
(e.g. mohair),
delicate linings

Silk, raw silk,
satin silk, velvet,
viscose, metal
fibres, beads,
other delicate
fibres

Silk ties and
other very
delicate items;
items that cannot
have any spin
action

Cotton, linen,
synthetic fibres,
other delicate
fibres which are
typically
laundered

Don’t forget to
rinse between
laundry and
wet cleaning
cycle

Don’t forget to
sanitise the
washing
machine every
two weeks

Suits, coats, sweaters, pull over,
scarves, wool blankets

Delicate wedding
gowns, curtains,
ties

RINSE LOW

Very delicate ties

Jeans, linen pants,
synthetic fibre
jackets

RINSE PROG

Items

38

39

After postspotting.
5 min. with
Conditioner

Water rinse with
only water

SoftWash® with Concord detergent

Programmes
No.

Load

40-50%

25%

50-60%

SPIN LOW / MODEST / HIGH
Final Spin

Products
(detergents)

High

Modest

Low

LanaCare Sensitive (Nr.1)
and LanaCare Conditioner (Nr.2)

None

Modest

All in One (Nr.3)

40

41

42

1 min.

2.5 min.

3 min.

80G

250G

400G

*The

filling ratio depends of the weight and volume; reduce the fill rate for highly sensitive parts
such as certain dresses or silk scarves to ensure a good coating. Make sure you do not overload the washing machine!
Excessive loads prevent balanced coating which could be harmful to the fibre during drying.
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Wet cleaning

Drying programmes

•
•
•

FULL DRYING

PARTIAL DRYING

MANUAL DRYING

100% Dry

Dry 10%
10% residual moisture

Low
(Manual drying at 40°C)

Most wool items (suits,
sweaters, coats, …)
Most silk items (blouses,
most ties, scarves…)
Non-delicate items

•
•
•
•
•

Items with beads
Structured ties
Poly-coated items
Leather
Elastane

Complementary drying at low
temperature

The recommended drying temperature is 40°C.

Wet cleaning

•
•
•
•
•

Boiled wool
Silk crepe
Metallic fibres
Delicate silk ties
Leather

concord textile

DON’T FORGET

SORTING
WOOL

•
•

HANG TO DRY

Sort according to weight
Do not mix extreme colours
(e.g. red and white)

SILK

ALL-IN-ONE

Sort according to colour (light vs.
dark); if in doubt test colours before If in doubt do not mix extreme
cleaning
colours (e.g. red and white)

To rinse between laundry
and wet cleaning cycle
To regularly check the
amount of detergent at the
pumps
To sanitise the washing
machine every two weeks

Here we outline the full drying process, using Concord products.
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11. CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS
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An unrivalled and comprehensive range of cleaning instructions
SORTING THE GARMENTS
As with any other cleaning systems, garments should be
sorted before the cleaning process begins. Separate red
garments from all others.

Divide the garments by the fabric type.
Divide all the types into different colours –
as shown on the right.

100% WOOL

SILK

BLENDS & OTHER

LIGHT, DARK AND RED

BLACKS, LIGHTS PURE WHITE
AND REDS

LIGHT, DARK AND RED

WET CLEANING THE GARMENTS
FABRIC

PREPARATION

PRE-SPOTTING

100% wool or
mix wool and
polyester
100% delicate
wool (Mohair) or
jackets with very
delicate lining
Silk Viscose
Acetate or jacket
with Silk >20%
Very sensitive
silk and ties

Water-based stains need no
pre-spotting

Water based stains need no
pre-spotting. Never mix red
items with other colours.
Place ties and items of a
sensitive nature or with
decorative beads, etc, in
cleaning bags

If oil-based stain is
known, use
LanaCare on both
sides of fabric stain.
Treat stain as is
done normally

WASH
PROGRAMMES

EXTRACTION

WOOL REGULAR
(approx. 23 min.)

POST-SPOTTING*

DRY PROGRAMME

FINISHING

AUTOMATIC in the
programme at 350G-380G
force

AUTOMATIC DELICATE
(approx. 30 min.)

Finish as with other
cleaning methods.
Tensioning is almost
eliminated

WOOL DELICATE
(approx. 22 min.)

AUTOMATIC in the
programme at 300G force

AUTOMATIC DELICATE
(approx. 35 min.)

Finish as with other
cleaning methods

SILK REGULAR
(approx. 23 min.)

AUTOMATIC in the
programme at 60 max G
force

AUTOMATIC DELICATE
(approx. 35 min.)

Finish as with other
cleaning methods

SILK DELICATE
(approx. 20 min.)

NO EXTRACTION
After the programme put it in
a terry towel to remove
water

NO DRYER
Put between 2 terry towels
and tap on it

Finish as with other
cleaning methods. Iron
it on the backside

ALL-IN-ONE

AUTOMATIC in the
programme at 250G force

AUTO NORMAL (approx.
30 min.)

Finish as with other
cleaning methods

If oil stain remains
after wash, spot with
Waxex on both sides
of fabric stain and
place in the washer
again. Run 5 min.
Rinse programme

Blends and man
made fabrics

Water based stains need no
pre-spotting

RINSE
PROGRAMME

A 5 minutes rinse with Conditioner. It is used for post-spotting and is a real benefit for the operator. If a grease spot is discovered after a cleaning programme, apply Concord Waxex and run
this programme. This is a big time saver because there is no need to run a complete programme after post-spotting.

Sorting and wet cleaning instructions for SoftWash® are no more complicated than for standard dry cleaning.
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12. FINISHING EQUIPMENT
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Finishing equipment
The way businesses finish each job
reflects their commitment to providing
customers with a quality service.
Choosing the right equipment can also
help reduce wage costs by achieving the
right results more efficiently. The
SoftWash® finishing is remarkably quick,
and of a very high standard.
Our experienced team are on hand to
recommend the right spotting, ironing,
form finishing, topper and press to meet
the needs of every customer.
We can also put customers in touch with
our preferred partner suppliers,
if they would welcome an introduction.
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Ironing principles
Ironing
Reshape the garments by using a steam iron and a table
with an aspiration and blowing function
Steam
Humidify and warm up the garment in order to remove
creases. Fibres are relaxed when steam is applied
Blowing
Inflate the garment in order to:
•smooth the textile
•iron without producing a shine
Aspiration
Iron the garment through thermal shock in order to:
•mark the pleats
•improve quality results on flat surfaces

Textile
Board
Thermal shock
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Finishing equipment categories

There are 3 main categories of finishing equipment for industrial use.
Ironing tables
•
Ironing tables can be used for all types of garments.
•
They require the least investment of the different finishing equipment types.
•
Operators need to be highly-skilled to obtain a good finishing result.
Presses
•
Using presses achieves a larger production output compared to ironing tables
as there is less manual work involved.
•
Operators need to be highly-skilled to obtain a good finishing result.
Finishers
•
Finishing machines are used for specific types of garments, e.g. trousers,
shirts or jackets.
•
Automation means they achieve a greater production output than ironing tables
and presses.
•
They are easy for operators to use and require minimal training.
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Equipment application – in summary
Using an ironing table and an iron requires
skilled operators to obtain a very good
finishing quality and the output is limited due
to the manual work.

Ironing table +
iron

Press

Finishing machines or ‘Finishers’, on the other
hand, are easier to operate and allow higher
production volumes since the finishing
process is highly automated.

Operator skill required

Operating a press gives higher production
output due to less manual work compared to
using an ironing table. Skilled operators are
also needed to get good finishing results
when using a press.
Finishers

Productivity
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Finishing equipment range application

Type of
equipment
Type of garments

ShirtIroning tables

Trouser-

Form-

Presses
Finishing Machines/Finishers

Jackets/Coats

X

X

Trousers

X

X

Shirts

X

X

Skirts

X

Dresses

X

Others

X

X
X
X
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SoftWash® dry-to-dry process

Type of
equipment
Type of garments
Dry cleaner

ShirtIroning tables

Trouser-

Form-

Presses
Finishing Machines/Finishers

X

X

Jackets/Coats

12/hr

20/hr

Trousers

18/hr

25/hr

Shirts

12/hr

X

X

X
25/hr

30/hr
30/hr
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Regular wet cleaning

Type of
equipment
Type of garments
Dry cleaner

ShirtIroning tables

Trouser-

Form-

Presses
Finishing Machines/Finishers

X

X

Jackets/Coats

8/hr

12/hr

Trousers

12/hr

15/hr

Shirts

12/hr

X

X

X
15/hr

20/hr
30/hr
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13. HOW DOES SOFTWASH COMPARE TO
OTHER SOLUTIONS?
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How does SoftWash® compare to other solutions?
Regular wet cleaning

SoftWash®

Oil/grease stains
pre-spotting requirement

Substantial

Minor
depending on spotting agent use

Cleaning limitations
(type of garments)

Substantial

Minor

Dry-to-dry capability

No
Hang-to-dry

Yes
(for 80% of items)

Complexity of work
process

High

Moderate

Substantial

Substantial to Low

Max 1/2

Max 1/2
(up to 2/3 for mixed fibres)

Any detergent

Specific detergent

Finishing requirement

Load factor

Detergent

With SoftWash® and the specified detergent you have a dry-to-dry solution that increases your
production and decreases your labour cost because it’s easy to pre spot and finish.
You also save time and space by not having to hang the garments to dry.
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Alternative solutions compared
See how other solutions measure up against SoftWash® (using Concord wet cleaning solutions).
SOLVENTS

WET CLEANING
D5

Regular
wet
cleaning

SoftWash®
wet
cleaning

Perc

Hydrocarbon

K4

Environmental
impact**

High

High

High

Moderate

High

Low

Low

Health impact***

High

High

High

High

High

None

None

Flash point

N/A

60-63°C

61°C

71-100°C

77°C

N/A

N/A

Moderate

Moderate

Minor

Minor

Capital cost

100%

~125%

~130%

~100%

~125%

~90%

~50%-90%

Cleaning capacity,
colours, touch

Good

Low

Good

Good

Low

Good

Excellent

Finishing requirement

Low

Low

Low

Low

Low

High

Low

Dry-to-Dry

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Cleaning restrictions
(types of garments)

Moderate

Rynex

3*

Substantial

Minor

SoftWash® with Concord Textile is the only solution that can truly replace and compete with solvents while offering a powerful solution that is
safe for human beings and the environment.
*Not available in France.
**Aquatic toxicity, impact on ozone, toxic waste.
*** Health toxicity, bioaccumulative, neurotoxic.
Source: Toxic Use Reduction Institute, University of Massachusetts (June 2012), Analyse Concord Textile.
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14. RUNNING COSTS
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Running costs
How manageable are the running costs of SoftWash® for our customers’ businesses?
The answer is found by looking at the cost per wool cycle, cost per All-In-One cycle, water
consumption by washer and the amount of detergent used.
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Cost per ‘Wool’ cycle and cost per item
including spotting and finishing

Pack
Washer + Dryer

Cost per load and per item (operator production, items/hour)
No. of items per load

Load

Item (10p)

Item (12p)

SP10 + SD10

8

€1.70

€1.45

€1.27

FX80 + T9

7

€1.49

€1.48

€1.30

FX80 + T9 HP

7

€1.39

€1.47

€1.28

FX105 + T11

9

€2.02

€1.50

€1.31

FX105 + T11 HP

9

€1.77

€1.47

€1.28

FX135 + T13

11

€2.60

€1.50

€1.32

FX135 + T13 HP

11

€2.23

€1.47

€1.28

FX180 + T16

15

€3.45

€1.50

€1.31

FX180 + T16 HP

15

€2.90

€1.46

€1.27

FX240 + T24

20

€4.57

€1.48

€1.29

FX280 + T35

23

€5.44

€1.44

€1.25

Calculation is done with 600g of items and load rate at 50%.
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Cost per ‘All-In-One’ cycle and cost per item
including spotting and finishing
Pack
Washer + Dryer

Cost per load and per item (operator production, items/hour)
No. of items per load

Load

Item (10p)

Item (12p)

SP10 + SD10

11

€1.14

€1.34

€1.16

FX80 + T9

9

€0.92

€1.35

€1.17

FX80 + T9 HP

9

€0.82

€1.34

€1.16

FX105 + T11

11

€1.29

€1.37

€1.18

FX105 + T11 HP

11

€1.03

€1.34

€1.16

FX135 + T13

15

€1.64

€1.37

€1.18

FX135 + T13 HP

15

€1.27

€1.34

€1.16

FX180 + T16

20

€2.21

€1.36

€1.18

FX180 + T16 HP

20

€1.66

€1.34

€1.15

FX240 + T24

26

€2.87

€1.35

€1.17

FX280 + T35

30

€3.45

€1.32

€1.13

Calculation is done with 600g of items and load rate at 65%.
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Water consumption by washer

Number of (I) per bath*

Wool

Silk

Washer SP10

20

26

Washer FX80

17

31

Washer FX105

20

39

Washer FX135

27

50

Washer FX180

35

70

Washer FX240

45

90

Washer FX280

55

100

*There is one bath of washing and one bath of rinsing.
For instance, the water consumption for FX180 is 2 x 38 litres, which equals 76 litres.
That means for a load of 9kg/19.8lb, the consumption will be 9 litres per kilo/2.2lb.
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How many cycles can be expected per 20 litre can?
For ‘Wool’ or ‘All-In-One’ programmes.

Washer model

Detergent

Conditioner

All-In-One

Washer SP10

227

340

378

Washer FX80

283

425

472

216

324

360

168

252

280

126

189

210

Washer FX240

94

142

157

Washer FX280

81

121

135

Washer FX105
Washer FX135
Washer FX180

Loads

Number of
loads using
one 20 litre
can in the
washer

For instance, with an FX180 machine, one 20 litre can of detergent will cover 126 cycles.
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How many cycles can be expected per 10 litre can?
For ‘Wool’ or ‘All-In-One’ programmes.

Washer model

Detergent

Conditioner

All-In-One

Washer SP10

113

170

189

Washer FX80

142

213

236

108

162

180

84

126

140

63

94

105

Washer FX240

47

71

79

Washer FX280

40

61

67

Washer FX105
Washer FX135
Washer FX180

Loads

Number of
loads using
one 10 litre
can in the
washer

For instance, with an FX180 machine, one 10 litre can of detergent will cover 63 cycles.
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How many days does one bottle last
(depending on the number of cycles)?

For ‘Wool’ or ‘All-In-One’ programmes, using a bottle of 20 litres.

Washer model

Detergent

Loads/day

Conditioner

All-In-One

5

8

12

5

8

12

5

8

12

Washer SP10

45

28

19

68

43

28

76

47

31

Washer FX80

57

35

24

85

53

35

94

59

39

43

27

18

65

40

27

72

45

30

34

21

14

50

31

21

56

35

23

25

16

10

38

24

16

42

26

17

Washer FX240

19

12

8

28

18

12

31

20

13

Washer FX280

16

10

7

24

15

10

27

17

11

Washer FX105
Washer FX135
Washer FX180

Number of
days to use
one can

Using an FX180 machine, one bottle of detergent will last 25 days for an average of five cycles per
day.
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How much does a 9kg cycle using SoftWash® cost?

RUNNING COSTS based on Primus FX180 SoftWash® Sensitive high ‘Wool’ programme
Category

Details

WATER

Main wash: middle level

€0.14

Rinse: middle level

€0.14

L C Detergent: 15 mL/kg of linen

€1.45

L C Conditioner: 10 mL/kg of linen

€0.88

Wash 25°C

€0.06

Rinse 25°C

€0.06

Drying 100%

€0.72

€4 /m2
DETERGENTS

ELECTRICITY
€0.12 /kWh
Dryer T16

Full load

Total / cycle:
Number of
items:
15

Half load
€0.08

€0.28

€0.08
€0.77

€2.33

€0.53

€0.16

€1.30

€0.04
€0.03

€0.84

€0.54

€0.47
€3.45 Total / cycle:

Cost per kg

€0.38

Production cost per item

€0.23

Hour /day

Cost of handling

€0.06

Day/ month

Finishing cost (ironing)

€0.92

Salary / month

Spotting cost

€0.10

Items / hour

Total production cost with finishing

€1.31

€2.00

7
22
€1,700
12

On a FX 180 if you load 15 garments the cost per cycle is €3.45. The production cost is €0.23 per item and if you
include the labour cost of spotting and finishing the total is €1.31 per item.
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How much does a 12kg cycle using SoftWash cost?

RUNNING COSTS based on Primus FX240 SoftWash® Sensitive high ‘Wool’ programme
Category

Details

WATER

Main wash: middle level

€0.18

Rinse: middle level

€0.18

L C Detergent: 15 mL/kg of linen

€1.94

L C Conditioner: 10 mL/kg of linen

€1.17

Wash 25°C

€0.08

Rinse 25°C

€0.08

Drying 100%

€0.94

€4 /m2
DETERGENTS

ELECTRICITY
€0.12 /kWh
Dryer T16

Full load

Total / cycle:
Number of
items:
20

Half load
€0.10

€0.36

€0.10
€1.03

€3.11

€0.70

€0.21

€1.73

€0.05
€0.04

€1.10

€0.70

€0.61
€4.57 Total / cycle:

Cost per kg

€0.38

Production cost per item

€0.23

Hour /day

Cost of handling

€0.05

Day/ month

Finishing cost (ironing)

€0.92

Salary / month

Spotting cost

€0.10

Items / hour

Total production cost with finishing

€1.29

€2.64

7
22
€1,700
12

On a FX 240 if you load 20 garments the cost per cycle is €4.57. The production cost is €0.23 per item and if you
include the labour cost of spotting and finishing the total is €1.29 per item.
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What are the costs for the competition per 9kg cycle?
OTHER WET CLEANING
RUNNING COSTS ‘Wool’ programme
Category

Details

WATER

Main wash: middle level

€0.15

Rinse: middle level

€0.15

Detergent

€1.15

Finisher

€1.73

Wash 28°C

€0.10

Rinse 28°C

€0.07

Drying (RM = 15 to 20%)

€0.38

€4 /m2
DETERGENTS

ELECTRICITY
€0.12 /kWh
Dryer 350 litres

Full load

Total / cycle:

Number of
items:
15

€0.30

€2.88

€0.55

€3.74

Cost per kg

€0.42

Production cost per item

€0.25

Hour /day

Cost of handling

€0.10

Day/ month

Finishing cost (ironing)

€1.38

Salary / month

Spotting cost

€0.20

Items / hour

Total production cost with finishing

€1.93

7
22
€1,700
8

On a 180kg washer if you load 15 garments the cost per cycle is €3.74. The production cost is €0.25 per item and
if you include the labour cost of spotting and finishing the total is €1.93 per item. The cost per item is higher due to
the labour required.
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Cost comparison with solvent alternatives
Cleaning capacity 12kg

SoftWash®

Perc

KWL

K4

Equipment cost

Regular wet
cleaning
€19,000

€21,000

€30,000

€40,000

€44,000

Cycle time (min.)

25

25

45

70

70

Production capacity (kg/8hr)

144

175

115

77

77

Detergent/solvent cost

€2.90

€3.21

€0.48

€0.26

€0.53

Additive solvent detergent

None

None

€0.18

€0.53

€0.86

Water cost

€0.28

€0.36

€0.80

€1.32

€0.96

Electricity cost

€0.51

€1.10

€1.08

€1.58

€1.56

Depreciation

€0.63

€0.70

€1.71

€2.29

€2.63

Sub total

€4.32

€5.37

€4.26

€5.97

€6.54

Cost of production per kg

€0.91

€0.77

€0.69

€0.85

€0.90

Low except for
oil, grease fat

Low

Moderate

Moderate

Low

90

30

75

Moderate

Low

Low

Low

Low

Total cost per kg

€4.09

€2.98

€2.86

€3.23

€3.06

Total cost per item

€2.05

€1.49

€1.43

€1.62

€1.53

Spotting
KB index
Finishing requirement

wet cleaning

The SoftWash® cost per item is similar to Perc and less than other alternatives.
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15. ADVANTAGES OF PRIMUS SOFTWASH
MACHINES

®
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®

Advantages of Primus SoftWash machines
Water inlets valves

It’s best to have three water inlet valves: hot soft, cold soft and cold hard.

- Pre-wash in the soap dispenser
- Main wash in the soap dispenser
- Main wash in the soap dispenser
- Fabric softener or starch in the soap dispenser
v
v

v1
v52
6
3
8
4
7

Detergent for the pre wash
Detergent for the main wash
Liquid detergent for the main wash or liquid bleach, etc.
Liquid fabric softener or liquid starch for the last rinse

Pre wash
Main wash
Liquid soap
Softener

Inlet Valve 1: Cold soft water
Inlet Valve 2: Cold soft water
Inlet Valve 3: Cold soft water
Inlet Valve 4: Cold hard water
Inlet Valve 5: Hot soft water
Inlet Valve 6: Hot soft water
Inlet Valve 7: Cold hard water
Inlet Valve 8: Hot soft water

Soap dispenser compartment ‘I’
Soap dispenser compartment ‘II’
Soap dispenser compartment ‘III’
Soap dispenser compartment ‘Fabric softener’
Soap dispenser compartment ‘I’
Soap dispenser compartment ‘II’
Direct inlet
Soap dispenser compartment ‘III’

Pre wash
Wash detergent
Wash liquid
Last rinse
Pre wash
Wash detergent
External liquid soap
Wash liquid
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Soap box mixer
In the soap mixer abrasive chemicals don’t have
any direct contact with the linen. The chemicals
enter the tub between the back plate of the tub and
the drum.
Liquid soap pumps can be connected to the mixer.
Chemicals are diluted before entering the tub. For
best results, properly coat the garment.
This is very important as wool, for instance, is
hydrophobic so direct contact between liquid water
and wool needs to be avoided. The solution is to
mix the water and detergent together first (to
protect the wool) and then allow have contact with
wool and coat the garments with the mixture as fast
as possible.
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We’ve called it Easy Soap for a reason

Interaction and service with soap inlets is easier and comes with better access:
•

Electrical board with connection to the liquid soap inlets is added.

•

Easy service: machine remains unopened.

Up to 13 liquid soap pumps can be used, connected to the soap box by hose:
•

2xØ19mm.

•

3xØ14.5mm.

•

8xØ11.5mm.

•

Connected to liquid soap (inlets are parts of mixer).

•

No hot water directly on the linen.
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The unique Cascade drum
The Cascade drum has an innovative design with more perforations over the same surface area. This makes its
water extraction more efficient. The angle of the bulges on the drum itself allows even more water to be extracted.
So the percentage of humidity after extraction is very low. Also the shape of the drum holes offers optimal
mechanical action that produces an even better cleaning result.
•

Three lifting ribs for smooth mechanical action.

•

Stainless steel AISI 304.

•

Perforated ribs (PowerWash®).

•

Extraction over 400G – linen doesn’t stick to the drum.

•

More perforations – means optimised water evacuation.

•

Less residual water – for lower rest humidity.

•

Cascade shape of holes – means better cleaning results.
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Weighing System – How Smartload saves customers money
Smartload is smart not only smart for its efficiency, but also for its convenience and ease of use.
•
Savings – Smartload can save up to 45% on water, energy and detergent costs. So it’s an
even better proposition for renting – and it’s better for the environment too.
•
Semi-automated weighing system – The way this works is that the weight of the wash load is
tapped in on the keyboard. Then the programme will automatically adjust the water level,
heating times and liquid detergent. The display also shows (in percentages) exactly how full the
machine is.
•
Customers don’t need to wait until they have a full load. It’s possible to clean just a few items
economically with Smartload.
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Smartload with FX180 – ‘Wool’ programme

wa
ter
lev
el

Smartload allows users to control the amount of water and detergent they use for smaller loads.

without Smartload
HALF LOAD

with Smartload
HALF LOAD

Absorption of water

Allows the user to enter the
wash load weight manually

70 l

68 l

39 l

135mL of detergent

135mL of detergent

90mL of detergent

FULL LOAD

Absorption of water
due to full load
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More flexibility with USB functionality
Added USB functionality makes it so much easier to programme the machine:
•

Easily accessible connection inside the machine or at rear panel.

•

Export and import programmes from the machine.

•

Easy to update the programmes for different customers.

•

Can copy the machine settings from machine (machine parameters).

•

Import machine settings and programmes to the machine (created in TraceTech).

•

Uses simple firmware updates.
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The advantages of Primus washers

What makes a Primus washer a better buy than other brands?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provides a better coating: Liquid Mix for liquid detergent.
It’s designed to ensure no detergent is lost in the outer drum.
Offers better cleaning and moistening: Thanks to the revolutionary Cascade Drum and PowerDry.
Adjustable speed of up to 10 tr/min. (between 12 and 15 for wet cleaning).
Comes with 99 customisable programmes (20 for laundry and 15 wet cleaning).
Saves the user money with small loads, with the Smartload function.
Updates programmes via USB – so no need for a technician.
Programming flexibility: Wet cleaning function is in the control board.
Measure of the detergent used is adjustable to the desired level of water.
Allows the user to stop the washer to add a product.
Features a customised programme: TraceTech software.
Greater durability: Inverter Mitsubishi.
Better quality and savings with an additional (third) soft water valve.
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Flow rate adjustment

•

Flow rate adjustment improves drying quality and saves time.

•

The optimal airflow is reached when the measured static pressure corresponds to the values in
the installation manual.

•

Optimises the dryer installation in all conditions.

•

This boosts the drying process
– Short exhaust → damper closed
– Long exhaust → damper open.
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What gives
Primus heat pump dryers the edge?
®
RADAX Airflow

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

RADAX® - Airflow: Creates a combination of axial and radial airflow.
It features a regulating valve on the exhaust for ideal airflow.
The hot air has better access to the linen.
There is less thermal loss.
Lower energy consumption.
Shorter drying times.
Includes a temperature sensor at the outlet.
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EVO4 Heat Pump Drying technology
Drying with EVO4 reduces
electricity consumption by more
than 65%.
It’s built in condenser needs no
external exhaust pipe, and it has a
power installation of less than 5kW,
as well as the shortest drying times
on the market.
EVO4 also has the largest range of
Heat Pump Dryers you can find,
with 9kg/19.8lb, 11kg/24.31lb,
13kg/28.7lb, and 16kg/35.3lb.
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Greater return on investment with Primus Dryers
Primus Heat Pump Dryers offer huge savings in energy in comparison to conventional dryers, with
up to 70% saved. 100% of the waste air is recycled and heat is recovered from the exhaust and
reused. So the initial outlay is considerably reduced. There is also no need to install an exhaust
system, or ensure a supply of fresh air.

Energy consumption comparison

Conventional dryer

vs.

Heat pump dryer

12.5
10
7.5
5
2.5
0
T9 HP

T9 HP

T9 HP

T9 HP

T13 HP investment cost will pay back in 15 months*.
*Standard equipment prices, average el. price in EU, 8 cycles/day = 160 cycles/month.
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QuadriJet option
We recommend this option for the drain valve (which is set at the correct height) and for service.

A top box supplies
an external water
connection.

The water pump
sends the water
through four
pipes directly to
the jets.

The four water jets
automatically flush the
heat exchanger.
The upper heat
exchanger does not need
to be cleaned.

After each cycle the
yellow cones spray
water over the lower
heat exchanger
during the cooling
down mode.
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Plinth option
Here are the instructions we recommend for raising dryers on plinths.

Standard work position
• Deploying the dryer on a plinth
directly from the palette.

Sliding to the outermost
frontal position

Separation of the dryer and the
heat pump – service gap

• Slide the dryer up to 400mm
towards the front.

• Create a service gap by sliding
both parts from each other.

• The plinth provides a drain height
• Its construction prevents the
of at least 250mm above the
dryer to fall over.
ground.

• A 550mm gap is standard for
service.
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Five reasons why customers should choose Primus
Primus dryers use 100% of the waste air being recycled, and their requirement for installed power
is less than 4kW, compared to 10 – 25 kW for conventional dryers of this capacity. So the initial
outlay quickly pays for itself in efficiency savings.
The programmer is also designed to be easy to use and gives operators full control of the drying
process. Plus, Primus Heat Pump Dryers are built to last.

• DURABILITY • ECONOMY • FLEXIBILITY • ERGONOMICS • CONTROL
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16. COUNTER ARGUMENTS TO
USE WITH CUSTOMERS
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Customers may have been offered discounts
by our rivals
•

If customers think ahead they generally tend to resist this kind of innovation offering.

•

Discounts are usually only offered on equipment.

•

In the long term there is no benefit in buying machinery that runs on redundant processes that
are no longer competitive.

•

A customer’s profits are likely to be reduced over time if they choose not to adopt the full range
of services that SoftWash® provides - such as the true cleaning of garments – compared to
traditional dry cleaning.

•

It’s worth spelling all this out to customers who are tempted by misleading competitor
information – offers that offer short-term gain and long-term loss.
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Cost of purchase
What happens if customers take on a low cost machine that can’t deliver?
Customer dissatisfaction will inevitably lead to customer loss.
Ask customers to work out the cost of losing 1, 2 or 3 customers each month over a year or more.
A regular customer who spends €10 a week works out as €550 over the year. If you lose 2
customers a month (which is not much) you’ll lose €13,200 over the year.
A quality service will boost customer satisfaction and an increase in customer numbers will
inevitably follow.
If you gain two customer a month (which is not much) you earn €13,200 over the year, as well as
the turnover that’s generated by many more items.
The question to highlight now is, what is the difference between these two possibilities, compared
to the cost of purchase?
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Price vs. running costs
This graph shows how running costs for Primus are lower than other operators.
Price
Running
costs

Primus
Others

Breaking point

Time
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Are SoftWash® products too expensive?
For some customers price can be a barrier to switching to SoftWash®. The following points can help
change this perception:
•

•
•

•

•
•

The cost of SoftWash® chemicals is only 3% to 4% of total expenses, with the wage bill
representing the greatest cost. So the challenge is to reduce this expenditure by minimising the
labour spend.
SoftWash® will completely dry laundry items, avoid withdrawals and limit clothing wrinkling.
This helps to reduce the time to finish, and therefore the item’s cost.
The cost of SoftWash® equipment (spotting, cleaning and finishing) is equivalent to the cost of
a dry cleaning machine. So it is cheaper than the alternative solvent and regular wet cleaning
processes.
The products SoftWash® uses are much more concentrated. For example, we will use 15gms
of detergent per kilo of laundry, compared with about 30g/kg for traditional wet cleaning. You
can process fewer products, but more will be cleaned in total.
When you have a small amount of laundry you can save on water and cleaning products by
entering the weight of the machine with the Smartload function.
You can also order 10 litre cans to further reduce costs.
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Greater production capacity
•

The cycle time with SoftWash® is 25 minutes (or two cycles per hour).

•

The drying time is about 30 minutes.

•

There are two machines and working time is ‘hidden’. A 9kg/19.8lb washer can process 80
items over 6 hours. An 18kg/39.7lb washer will process 30 pieces per hour, or 180 during 6
hours. Which means production capacity is better than in dry cleaning.
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How does SoftWash® perform with Grease stains?
•

The advantages of SoftWash® on grease stains.

•

The detergent alone performs small grease-removing tasks.

•

The pre-brushing agent ‘LanaCare Pre’ is very effective on skin grease.

•

CIREX agent removes very difficult grease stains, such as motor oil, wax, and cosmetics.

•

Unlike other cleaning agents SoftWash® products do NOT contain solvent.

•

The pre-brushing process with SoftWash® is identical to the dry cleaning process, and is
therefore faster than alternative solvents or traditional wet cleaning systems.
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Is there a difference in finishing time?
•

Thanks to its unique programmes and new chemical processes SoftWash® dries clothes up to
100%.

•

Jackets come out with remarkably similar results to dry cleaning – with the advantage of
actually having been completely cleaned.

•

Fabrics are reshaped faster, through a process that involves a conditioner being injected into
the rinse. This is activated during the ironing phase by the heat of the steam, which allows for
the better finish.

•

For laundries equipped with a form finisher cycle time will be the same. For others there will be
5% increase – but there is much improved stain removal.
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What about sorting clothes?

•

Whites and colours still have to be separated.

•

But unlike dry cleaning, SoftWash® makes life easier, because with SoftWash® it’s easy to
clean whites, then colours, and then go back to whites again.

•

Even add furs, sweaters, coats and suits (as well as jackets, pants and skirts) can be mixed in if there’s still room. Sweaters and suits can be added too.

Wool

Silk

All-In-One

Sort according to
weight
Sort according to
Do not mix
colour (light vs.
If in doubt do not
extreme colours
dark); if in doubt mix extreme colours
(e.g. red and
test colours before (e.g. red and white)
white)
cleaning
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Does the customer need to change the way they work to use SoftWash®?

Businesses won’t have to change their existing work processes:
•
Sorting clothes is not that different.
•
Spotting is quicker to perform.
•
Finishing time is similar to dry cleaning.
•
No need for special equipment.
The selection of washer programmes is very easy to use:
•
Two programmes for delicate cleaning.
•
One programme for silk items.
•
One programme for mixed fibres.
The dryer programmes are very easy to use:
•
Garments are completely dry after the cleaning process.
•
Others programmes can be added for special requirements or very sensitive items.
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How much training is required?
The SoftWash® process is similar to the way cleaning businesses already work. Also training is
simple, and can easily be learned on the job.
Other benefits for customers:
•
There are no risks associated with the use of the equipment.
•
The spotting game and finish is similar to what operators already know.
•
Customers are invited to call the Primus hotline for answers to any queries they might have.
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17. COMPETITOR COMPARISON:
ELECTROLUX
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SoftWash® compares favourably with Electrolux

• FX240 =

€18,022

• W5240H =

€19,747

• 5 pumps =

€1,733

• 5 pumps =

€1,733

• T24E =

€6,231

With ED system

• RM Sensor =

€514

• T5550 =

€8,770

TOTAL =

€26,500

TOTAL =

€31,818

Sale Price =

€21,200

Sale Price =

€25,454

- 20% discount

- 20% discount

Difference of €4,254
Primus beats Electrolux at the total cost price - a 16.7% advantage.
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Return on investment – Electrolux sales argument
Savings due to Efficient Dosing - €1,600 per year
Savings due to the dryer - €1,500 per year
(Gap of 0.35 kW/litre of water evaporated)
(10 cycles/day x 300 days x 12 litres evaporated water x 0.35 kW/litre x €0.12)
Savings due to water usage in laundry programmes €430 per year
(Gap of 3 litres of water per kg of linen)
(5 cycles/day x 300 days x 24kg x 3 litres/kg of gap x €4/l / 1000)
Total savings - €3,440 per year
Reaching ROI in 15 months

ED

AS

PB

RM

Efficient
Dosing
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®

Technical comparison between SoftWash
and Electrolux

How the 24kg/52.9lb pack, ED, dryer and reduced water usage adds up to the best value.
Savings thanks to ED:
The Primus washer is more efficient because the Smartload function comes as standard. So users
can enter the weight of the linen manually. This not only saves on small loads of water, but also on
detergent, because the controller adjusts the amount used.
Savings thanks to the special Primus dryer:
Primus uses low temperature drying programmes (40-45°C) with 3 drying stages. There is no
difference in consumption.
The Primus measurement sensor measures the general moisture of the linen in the drum to the outlet
of the fan. The dryer only comes to a stop when the load is completely dry. It will continue working if it
detects that a portion of a garment is only partially dry.
Saving on water:
Like Electrolux washers, Primus washers are equipped with energy saving programmes (see the list
of programmes).
Thanks to the wet cleaning function in the control board, a very small amount of water can be initially
introduced to mix the products and water, so as to properly coat clothes.
PrimusSoftWash.com

Electrolux washers – some key features
•

It’s possible to fill the washer with a few litres of water and detergent at the beginning of the
cycle, then add water, which is then heated to provide a good coating to the garments. But it’s
very important that water does not come directly into contact with woollen clothing, because the
wool is hydrophilic (i.e. it doesn’t tolerate water).

•

The reason that Electrolux washers add a little water, mix it, then heat it is that the outer drum
on these machines is perforated where the resistors are located.

•

LPM: Add 1-3 litres of water and then add the detergent. This is mixed by the drum’s rotation at
very low speed. The mixture stays between the outer and the inner drum. Then up to 10 litres
of water is added for a 18kg/39.7lb load, and heated.
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Primus washer advantages over Electrolux
With Primus is the outer drum is not perforated in the heating element area as it is with the
Electrolux drum. So there is no residue from detergent that has been trapped.
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Electrolux sales arguments: savings on running costs
How Electrolux’s AS and ED
systems work
•

With each wash cycle, AS
determines the load weight
and adds the correct amount
of water.

•

ED automatically calculates
the correct amount of
detergent according to the
linen weight and the selected
wash programme.
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How Electrolux’s AS and ED don’t work so well
The Primus SoftWash® solution is better suited to wet cleaning.
•

AS + ED don’t really work very well with wet cleaning programmes. This is because, in order
for Electrolux machines to determine weight, they start with an extraction at 350G.

•

Primus machines have a better system for small loads, which reduces consumption. The
Smartload function enables the user to enter the weight data via the keyboard. The machine
then calculates the water and detergent required.

•

Primus dryers save businesses money on small loads, because they maintain the same
concentration of detergent.
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Water savings using Smartload
Water consumption decreases for half loads with Smartload. This means customers save money on
water and detergent.
For example:
•

A full load wet cleaning (9kg/19.8lb) cycle consumes two times 35 litres of water.

•

A half load wet cleaning (4.5kg/9.9lb) cycle consumes two times 19.5 litres of water.
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What Electrolux claims
This is Electrolux’s sales argument about temperature control and adjustments:
•

The evaporation capacity of Electrolux dryers is much higher.

•

Controlling the temperature inside the dryer is very accurate as it is necessary to avoid
temperatures above 45°C in the middle and at the end of the cycle.

•

Temperatures are automatically adjusted depending on the moisture of the laundry.

•

Uses the same timer as the washer.

•

The humidity control is precise and saves time.
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Why SoftWash® is better
Here’s why SoftWash® temperature control and adjustment features are superior to Electrolux:
•

Primus dryers have the same programming mode. Customers can create different steps using
different temperatures and humidity.

•

With the humidity control (sensor is at the outlet), residual moisture control can be programmed
by humidity percentage.

•

The sensor makes use of thermal conductivity to measure the air moisture level. It is immune
to most physical and chemical contaminants.

•

The dust cap protects the sensor against dust, and also ensures that the airflow in the dryer
doesn’t affect the measurement.

•

The special shape of the moisture curve allows customers to accurately determine the residual
humidity of the fabrics.
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Product comparison
In summary, here’s why Primus is the superior solution:

USB: can send the programme by mail

No USB. Need a cable

Easy to change a programme

Someone has to come

Better protection of the fibre
Min. drum speed = 10 tr/min.

Min. drum speed = 20 tr/min.

Better coating
Set between 10 and 15 tr/min.

Set at 20 tr/min.

Liquid Mix to mix detergent and water

Mix in the outer drum

99 programmes with Optimum+

Only 15 programmes with Compass

Smart load to save money

ED + AS. Start with high extraction

Cascade drum: better dewatering
Easy Soap
3rd water inlet (8 inlets valves)
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The SoftWash® difference
In summary, here’s why Primus is the superior solution:
1.

Revolutionary dry-to-dry process.

8. Ease of use: thee main programmes.

2.

No need to finish drying on bearing.

3.

Solution for treating grease.

9. Primus is the industry innovator when it
comes to wet cleaning. We pioneered the
process and are ‘the World No.1’.

4.

Customers gain time on spotting.

10. No environmental constraints.

5.

Equivalent finishing to Perc.

11. A better result then solvent cleaning.

6.

Cost reduction for small load thanks to
Smartload.

12. No organisational changes.

7.

A complete offer: material, products, training,
monitoring.

13. Shorter training than for conventional wet
cleaning.
14. The lowest operating costs.
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18. CONCLUSION
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®

SoftWash . Everything customers need for
a bright new cleaning business

SoftWash® allows cleaning businesses to deliver the quality of service and demands for innovation
and performance their customers need.
Because we understand the challenges customers face day-to-day, we can help them with advice
and guidance. We also offer assistance on maintenance issues and offer training packages to help
operators set up the optimal wet cleaning, dry-to-dry and conventional laundry combination that’s
perfect for each business.
Full sales demonstrations can be arranged for customers and they’ll soon discover how switching
over to SoftWash® can boost their business with a new world of possibilities in cleaning.
PrimusSoftWash.com
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